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Abstract

Even though Standard Model greatly improved our knowledge on the fundamental forces of
nature, it could not be considered as a complete theory since gravity was not included in it. It has
been known that quantized bosonic string gives a rise of graviton, and in consequence string theory
has been actively studied as a candidate for the theory of quantum gravity. But It turns out that
the quantized bosonic string theory can be consistent only in D=26 spacetime dimensions. Even
though this critical dimension reduces to D=10 when we introduce supersymmetry, this is still far
from D=4 spacetime which our nature seems to endorse. Therefore, it is clear that dimensional
reduction is necessarily required to establish a realistic model from string theory, stating extra
6 dimensions are wrapped at each point of 4-dimensional spacetime. This dimensional reduction
gives a clue how string theory may also incorporate fundamental forces other than gravity, as we
can see in Kaluza-Klein theory in which electromagnetism is incorporated in higher dimensional
gravity.
It is certainly out of my capacity to present every detail of this whole story, so I would like to
focus on the critical dimension D=26 for bosonic string theory. I would like to briefly show how
string theory gives a theory of quantum gravity, how the critical dimension D=26 is determined,
and finally (by using Kaluza-Klein theory as an example) how extra dimensions may give us other
fundamental forces by dimensional reduction.

To sum up, my presentation would be about
- String theory is a theory of quantum gravity
- D=26 is the ONLY dimension that the theory can be consistent
- Kaluza-Klein reduction implies extra dimensions may account for Yang-Mills fields in Standard
Model
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